Opinion Coin Whitepaper
This white paper contains some terms and conditions as well as some forwardlooking insight into the world of Cryptocurrency and the Opinion Coin itself. The
information listed herein can modify or change at any given time. The rights to
change any policy herein are reserved to Opinion Coin solely.
Users can also look for other types of constructional stabilization rules for leveling
up the demographical dilemma of currency investment. This is a substantially
amazing investment unit that proceeds to help in the decentralized investment
system while introducing innovative ways to securely multiply your funds.
Cryptocurrency operates through a cryptography technology, which constructs a
security key and a blockchain system that allows anonymous consumption of these
coins while maintaining the transparency of transactions.

History of Cryptocurrency (Bitcoin)
A cryptocurrency is a form of digital currency investment system, which initially
became popular in 2009, soon after the launch of Bitcoin which was founded by
Satoshi Nakamoto. The main intention of this system is to bring back full control
and ownership of the user’s finances back in their hands. This investment network
can help users make double, triple profit within a few hours. It typically works
similar to stock market, fluctuating with the market value, but it doesn’t convert
user profit into fiat money, instead, it encourages use and consumption of digital
coins.

Currently, Cryptocurrency market is dominating the world economy, where
millions of investors have managed to make a significant amount of profit out of
it. Several studies have found that users spend more electricity and internet data on
the investment of cryptocurrencies then on the operating a business. However, this
widespread popularity of Bitcoin and other altcoin has showcased a decline in the
past few years.

Our Unconventional Design
These facts make the ideology of such digital currency unfathomable in the sphere
of justification of its direct purpose – it is decentralized, as the possession and the
distribution of the funds do not make contact with any external factors. Opinion
coin – is an advanced unique product, which strives towards promoting innovation
in the world of cryptocurrency.
Opinion Coins promotes the use of modern alternative exchange units like digital
currency to bring a digital revolution in the world.
Opinion Coin - is the digital currency, aimed not merely for the enrichment of
cryptocurrency, but also for improving the investment and exchange module.

About
We are glad to invite to join our successful crypto-advanced venture that strives
towards creating a better world of money and trade. Opinion is a modernized
blockchain saving system, decentralized from third-party interference. Unlike most
cryptocurrencies, Opinion is not merely based on mining principle, but it also
operates under the constructive design of exchange efficiency that helps in
generating digital currency. The concept behind Opinion Coin is derived from the
idea of online trade and today’s user internet consumption, which can provide
users with an easy way to boost their income, that is accessible to them at all times.
We have a team of highly experienced individuals, who are passionate about
economic development. We invite users to invest in our crypto-coins which will be
later utilized for revolutionizing the blockchain energy system in an eco-friendly
way. Opinion is a public ledger-based community of cryptocurrency investment
which is backed by units of clean, renewable secure and exchange system.

Opinion is not just a blockchain system; it is an innovative approach that combines
efficiency with management. It operates under a decentralized constructive design
that promotes secure global peer-to-peer exchange. It’s highly advanced system is
designed to fulfill the three financial tier needs of your life – Investment,
management, and consumption. We invite you to invest in our coins, which will
help you in stimulating your growth.
We have a team of highly experienced individuals, who are passionate about
cryptocurrency and want to make this dynamic trade system a more acceptable
exchange module. We invite users to invest in our crypto-coins and fuel their
fortune.

Vision
Opinion wants to create a world of a digital economy which can work side by side
with the economic advancements and the changing times. Opinion coins have been
designed for the promotion and generation of digital currency which shall be used
to kick-start ventures from the funds collected from users’ investments. It rather
uses an alternative well-built fabrication design that promises security and
efficiency. So Step towards this revolution and experience this next-generation
ingenious.

Opinion Coin Features
Reasons to Covert your real-world coins into crypto-coins
Instant Money Transfer
Experience high-speed money transfers on our easy to use investment platform
without getting tangled under any legal laws, currency exchange fee or
geographical boundaries.
Easy Investment
Users can enjoy secure investment anonymously without revealing their identity.
Our networking protocol works with cryptography that generates a unique security
code for each user.
Decentralized

Enjoy decentralized control of your finances without any outside interference be it
a central authority or financing house. We give you 100% privacy and freedom.
100% Secure
Opinion coin developers have taken into consideration multiple flaws of previously
existing cryptocurrency exchange modules, making its highly efficient, and userfriendly, secure, and private.

C-CEX – Exchange Portal
C-CEX is an exchange portal used by Opinion Coin’s to provide its user with a
stable, private and secured trading environment.
How does this exchange system works?
Step 1: First In order to buy Opinion Coin, user needs to download Opinion Coin
wallet, which is provided on the website (http://opinioncoin.com/).
Step 2: The downloaded wallet will automatically generate an ID to identify the
user; this ID then should be used to register on the exchange system used by the
company that in this case, is C-CEX (c-cex.com) or the user also create a new
account on C-CEX. Once the process is complete, users can start receiving or
sending their funds.

Our Growth
Opinion Coin is overwhelmed with investors’ response to its recent coin offering,
in which 20% of its coins are sold already. Opinion Coin is soon coming back with
its coin offering to grant opportunity to users to generate profit with its prodigious
venture. So, join Opinion Coin in the evolution of transforming the world of the
blockchain.

Upcoming Projects
App Development
An Innovative Concept of Cryptocurrency App
That lets you Make Payments directly from your Smartphone
Opinion Coin is working on developing a wallet for its Smartphone users so that it
becomes more accessible to them. Not only will it make exchange easy but it will
also prevent your wallet from any theft or fraud.
Working on some other projects then the extensile protocols can be a bit
challenging making people feel better about their content and integration. Our
exchange system is working towards introducing new innovative measures that can
help in making the exchange more efficient.
COMING SOON

Coin Model
Opinion Coin is a blockchain based peer-to-peer, digital currency, which has been
designed to help users exchange money online from anywhere in the world at an
affordable price. Our coin model imitates Bitcoin, as well as has some unique
technology that makes it more secure and private for the investors.

Resource Usage
Blockchain resources are constrained, which needs a structured system to prevent
it from abuse. Opinion Coin is registered on C-CEX which is a secure, private,
network that encourages exchange. Opinion coin’s exchange is operated through
this network.

Currently, we only offer a web-based wallet on Windows and Linux. But our
developers are working on an Android Wallet which is expected to be launched
soon.

Decoding Crafted Technology
Bitcoin was launched in 2009, and since then it has made several mistakes and its
users have also showcased several concerns underlying the structure, security, and
usability of cryptocurrency.
Cryptocurrency exchange is built on a decentralized structure that integrates on
technical algorithm based exchange which allows users to trade anonymously.
Each user generates a new ID during an exchange, which makes it impossible for
any particular user.

Receiver Pays
Traditionally, when we think about business, we think about capital, employees
and unlimited miscellaneous expenses. But with cryptocurrency, you can build an
empire without dropping a single drop of sweat. Contradictory to traditional
believes the digital currency is an efficient, effective way of investing and
exchanging funds worldwide.
However, this also becomes a major concern for its users because of the
decentralized design that prevents them from ever trusting it completely. Opinion
Coin is registered on C-CEX, and also offers a wallet to integrate exchange
amongst its users. Users can use this wallet to exchange, manage, or store their
coins according to their requirement.

Advanced Secure Infrastructure
Opinion coin developers have taken into consideration multiple flaws of previously
existing cryptocurrency investment modules, it means that Opinion coin is reliably
more protected against external hacker attacks, and thefts, however, this highquality security is available for the user when they comply with all of terms and
conditions of confidentiality.

Investment Modules
The Opinion Coin is a peer-to-peer blockchain investment system which is,
sponsored by Opinion coin community investors who provide a user-friendly
platform for cryptocurrency investment while setting governance standards and
investment ratios for projects that are later supported and run by Opinion Coins.

Our Team Advisors
We are blessed that we were able locate highly skilled team with combined
experience in finance, marketing and technology. Work with us to experience
efficiency, innovation, and creativity in your project.

Governance
Opinion Coin Governance
Opinion Coin is a decentralized exchange system which is completely operated by
its users. These users handle their account independently and use their services
using the features and the software that they prefer.
Cryptocurrency Community Governance
Governance is a collective measure that helps in the acknowledging the rights of
the users as well as the organization. Governance basically underlines the control
of the organization and the user in the market.
Expect your users to deliver engaging content that can provide with apt protocol to
move further in the world. When you focus on the structure of security you will
notice and identify that it requires a certain level of transparency to attain the
confidence of the targeted user.

Implementation Weakness
We understand that this product’s implementation won’t create a completely
trustless cryptocurrency system immediately. Mainly, because users are more
likely to trust popular cryptocurrency names like Bitcoin, Ethereum instead of
Opinion Coin. And potential investors might even be skeptic about choosing us
over the corresponding legacy of the banking institution that is ruled and protected
by reserve bank.
However, this weakness runs in all exchanges and wallets making a recurring issue
for everyone. Users who consume these services will remain surrounded by the
following risks.
● They could go bankrupt
● Their online wallets could go insolvent
● Their bank might confiscate the funds or freeze
● The risk of online hacking and theft
● The possibility of data leak

Market Risk
Cryptocurrency follows the collateralization method wherein the assets of users are
always at the stake of moving in the adverse direction of the initial cost of the
asset. Opinion Coin also follows this flow of market risk investment, which
fluctuates according to its own demand and supply. This can help the user in
generating an immense amount of profit as well as loss. Additionally,
cryptocurrency’s overall approach suffers because of pricing and liquidity
constraints. This occurs due to two reasons, one being the insufficient availability
of fiat currency in comparison to digital currency and two, being the limited
acceptance of cryptocurrency in exchange for products and services. A huge
section of the population has still not accepted it as a secure exchange alternative
for fiat money.

Future of Cryptocurrency
We, as a community need to integrate with the system to make more and more
compatible exchange modules which help altcoins grow in the market. The
challenge is to come with a technology that can make digital currency transfers
quicker while enhancing the security of its interface. A major section of
the population still refuses to evolve the changing currency because of its uncertain
structure which prone to theft. The loss of data and coin can also occur during
exchange if the user’s network connection doesn’t remain constant. This is one of
the biggest drawbacks of cryptocurrency.
Bitcoin and several altcoin developers are working towards finding a balance to
control and manage these network errors. Thousands of cryptocurrency users end
up losing their fund due to the network issue. These coins float in the digital
currency network freely and the exchange has not completed.
New Payment Possibilities
Cryptocurrency is designing new, creative online services which were not present
earlier because of economic limitations. This includes several services like
automated payment solutions, payment time locking, tipping systems, micropayment channels, low-trust escrow services and public asset tracking.

Disclaimer
The investment made by the users are made by them willingly, the company
doesn’t take any responsibility for the profit or the loss incurred by them.
Cryptocurrency market is not a safe bet in which nor do the company or the people
associated with it take any responsibility for the user’s finances.
All of these policies are responsible for constructing a project that is for people’s
investment welfare; however, some of these policies might change or get revised
anytime without any prior warning.
Users might even want to put into consideration whether a subject completely
relates to their investment needs or not. Users definitely should want to analyze the
market condition frequently. The organization itself doesn’t take any responsibility
for the profit or loss incurred by the investors.

Rights over User Information
By registering with Opinion Coin, investors agree to share their personal details
with them. Opinion Coin has the right to store or share this information, as the
rights of this information are transferred to them as soon as a user creates an
account on Opinion Coin. By creating an account on Opinion Coin, and agreeing to
their terms and condition, users consent them to access their personal information
as they please.

Contract Termination and Policy
Opinion Coin reserves the right to terminate your account at any given point if it
finds anything suspicious or illegal in it. By agreeing to all the terms and
conditions listed by Opinion Coin at the time of registration you consent them to
have this right over your account.

Security and Privacy
Opinion Coin is designed with blockchain technology that allows users to
anonymously exchange funds without sharing information of the parties involved.
It is designed to boost privacy amongst users while managing their finances.
Opinion Coin with its cryptocurrency exchange technology seeks to build an
affordable trade ecosystem.
No Warranties
Opinion Coin or its distributors hereby disclaims and do not purport or make any
warranty, representation or undertaking for any entity or person or their funds.

Transparency
Opinion Coin hereby disclaims that it does not keep 100% transparency in the
market. However, these subjects kept private from the public usually include
company’s internal secrets which usually don’t affect the users.
The information herein lists the rights of Opinion Coin over the investors'
information which can be used by them, till their agreement period.

Risk Factors
Users need to understand that cryptocurrency works are slightly similar protocols
as share market. Users also need to understand that this can be a risky endeavor
wherein they might not be able to retrieve their money or transactions. The
transactions made to investment cryptocurrencies are irreplaceable.
Users should also ensure that they are aligned with the system's protocols so that
they are able to start the query without any worry or confusion so that it is able to
deliver the right results.

Accuracy of Information
While this white paper has been drafted in goodwill, the content of the document
has been developed using the resources of a third party. Users who are even
slightly skeptic about investing or are unable to understand any policy herein are
suggested not to invest in it at all. The information provided in this white paper is
also subject to market changes. The company will also not be responsible for any
form of changes made by the government of user’s nationality. Any sort of
participation in cryptocurrency investment is seen as a deliberate choice made by
the user freely. So, if it goes against his country’s norms, he/she is the only one
who will be held responsible for the outcomes.

Current Restrains of Blockchain System
As we are aware that there are only a few merchants around the world who accept
cryptocurrency, let alone altcoins to initiate sale online or offline. It becomes a
major problem for cryptocurrency users to consume these coins in the real world.
Though digital currency is a more affordable exchange module, people still prefer
to use fiat currency exchange online because of its safer vibe. Cryptocurrency
world has been going through a scandalous phase where its changes are being
minutely tracked by the people.

Cryptocurrency is also a decentralized exchange system, which takes around 10
minutes or more to confirm a payment, depending on the coin and public
exchange, this wait makes it a little frustrating for most users. We can’t ignore the
fact that digital currency is also prone to more thefts and fraud, because of its
online setup.
Opinion Coin has kept these factors in its head while developing its coin, ensuring
to make it as secure as possible using the most advanced technology available in
the market.

Conclusion
While the cryptocurrency market is constantly rising there are still a few problems
with it that prevent it from mass adoption. While it’s decentralized structure is a
catalyst of democratizing money, its production, use, and supply is highly
fragmented, making it a victim of its own success. Nobody owns or directs this
market leaving its doors open for fraud, hacks, thefts etc.
In case the user ends up losing his/her account or password in any such scenario.
They will be held responsible for their loss.

